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Introduction "

The following paper considers a generalisation of the heteregeneous

battle model. int-rodueed-ilaMe fd•-M7O1-3-and-M78-106.• The battle is

heterogeneous in the sense that there may be more than one type of weapon

unit on either side. The model allows the use of general attrition

functions and control of battle end conditions.. We show that the Taylor

series method may be used to compute the probability distribution of the

survivors as a function of time. We show also that the terminal

distribution may be computed by an extension-of the method used for the

homogeneous case.

Specifications are given of two Fortran programs which compute the

ultimate probabilities of battle outcome. These programs deal respectively

with battles having two categories of weapon and three categories of

weapon on each side. Either program allows 'degenerate' cases in,.which

there are no weapons in given categories

Force Levels and Valuation

Consider a battle between the Red force, having p categories of

weapon unit, and the Blue force'having c categories of weapon unit. All

units in any one category are identical. A unit is either a survivor, when

it will be completely effective, or is a casualty, when it will be comp-

letely ineffective. Suppose that, initially, there are /,,.

units in the respective categories of the Red force, and /ý I AIL ... ,

units in the respective categories of the Blue force. At time P suppose

that the numbers of survivors in the raspective categories of the two forces

are A .,.," and , . We have O Mk : for 1.,4

and o , V for /<A• r.
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The 'vector' tr) defines the Battle

State at time Its two parts, the 'vectors' and

S. define the Red and Blue States at time When

hconvenient we shall write the vectors in the copc forms h ale4,4
2ISuppose that the linear expression i

where the coefficients are not negat.L•e, assigns a 'value' to the Red state

,. ) * lWe may choose the numbering of the weapon categories

so that the coefficients a. ar• decreasing. Moreover, there is no loss in

generality in assuming the value of a weapon of the most valuable kind to be

unity. We then have

Ca)

In a similar way suppose that the linear expression

Vr (2)

where 10(2a)

assigns a 'value' to the Blue state.

We can now use value levels to classify the Battle states. The levels

required arpe the Red loss level n% and Red draw level %' and the Blue loss

level m and Blue draw level n'. We must have

(5), CV,
*: and , ,

Battle ends either when the Red value falls to w% or when the Blue value

folls to n.. The classification has the following precise form.

A state of 'battle continuation' is such that

(4)
and # , + >•, * , ,
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A state in which battle ends in Red victory or Red favoured draw is

such that

4, It, .0 0, tt, e 40. +/,.90 > #V4CS

and there is a Blue weapon category ,, such that / MA and

such a state is a Red victory when

. and is a Red favoured draw whAn

. ,, > 4. ( 7 )

A state in which battle ends in Blue victory or Blue favoured draw

is such that

(8)

and there is a Red weapon category w such that / i+, • t1/, and

Such a state is a Blue victory when

(9)

and is a Blue favoured draw when

,' > >,#.# ,• . (10)

Note that, with the attrition laws we shall consider here, battle

states which satisfy none of the above conditions occur only with

probabality zero.

A homogenuous battle is one in which there is only one category of

weapon on each side. The 'value' assigned to the Red or Blue btate is then

simply the number of Red or Blue survivors. For homogeneous battles the



classification of battle states may be displayed graphically as in the

diagram. Only integer points are relevant and, for consistency with

computer printed output, the diagram is 'graphwise' left-handed.

i 'a

-' P , t ..'
44A

The Hannibal points' Cafter Flannibal c. 247 - 183 BC) ar, the points

* of overwhelming victory. The 'Pyrrhic points' (after 'Pyrrhus c 318 - 272 BC)

* I are the points at whic~h victory is barely attained. The Iwo Jima lines

(after the Battle of Iwo Jima, February 1945) are the lines of total

attrition.

If there are no reinforcements, then, during the course of the battle,

neither #' nor •' can increase. Hence, the battle state follows a track

which begins at the point (it•v) and moves either to the right or downwards.

Only tracks consisting of horizontal and vertical segments are signlficaiut.

Tracks containing oblique sepents are not impossible but, with the

attrition laws considered here, such tracks occur only with probability

Odom;~''. &. o,-9zero.P"O

( e may remark that the battl, end conditions of the model are chosen

-tto



I
largely for computational simplicity. From other points of view, they may

appear a little restrictive. In some situations, Hannibal points, at levels

higher than the Pyrrhic points, are more realistic. Curves may replace

the boundary lines Joining the Hahnibal and Pyrrhic poiints. However, such

refinements add considerably to the computational task and the return for

the extra effort is poor. Only slight changes ate -produced in the total

probabilities of reaching the victory or draw boundaries.

The Attrition Law

Let the batte state be .. Y . 0,,.) at time t .

If this state is a state of continuation, suppose that in the short intsrval
of time ý casualties occur with the following probabilities. A single

casualty in category A of the Blue force, but no other casualty to either

force, occurs with probability

where ~ ~ , )is a given function of
•, •,,;, r * A single casualty in category j of the

Red force, but no other casualty to either force, occurs with probability

~(~Ai*~. s~* **~.v.O(A.) I) A drZ.1 AP (12)

where , is a given function of

Y/,/" v' , o '". A multiple casualty of any type occurs

with probability of order OW).

The functions oA4, . &d',#MI~Sep q are known

as the attrition functions. The # determine the capability of the Red

force and the determine the capability of the Blue force. These

functions are subject to the following restrictions. Neither the nor

the •A can be negative. If all ti are zero, then all • are zero. If

al l are zero, then all Y are zero. if, for given 0, •,/ 0,
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then - 0, and if, for given , YA , then 9--0.

The functions OA will. in general, tend to increase with increase

of the c . These functions are more dependent on the k than they are

on the v and, with. the exception that #A vanishes when e vanishes, they
may be completely ivdependent of the V. Similar remarks, with the roles

of j' and -v interchanged, apply to the functions 0 .

* Differential Equations for the Probabilities of Battle States

Let. ý t, ,, ,, , v, .. ,, •,., O) P 7( , i") be, the ;

probabil~ty that the~battla state is (F,)) at time i . Note that

0•,0. t).O 'when for some /, $ .' or for some •, V, > Z; .

If the state (i•, ) 'is one of continuation we have

+ P .•#,,., ,•.. , ) Pip,,,.,.•, /• ,•
pý , :t 7T (i !,;;) yt ;)4 6a. (3

The first term on the right of equation (13) is the probability that, in

the short time interval / the battle statr (/; ); arises by a single

casualty to the Blue force. The second terni is the probability that the

state arises by a single casualty to the Red force. The third term is

the probability that the state (F,") exists at time t' and does not

change in the time interval A . Note that the conditions , to when

VA-a and • 0  when •A0, are required in this term. All other

modes which give rise to the state (A v) have probability of order oC).

When equation (13)4is re-arranged and A tends to zero we obtain

*/ {,,',""I,",/ ) /,4.' " * ,..* j.',). (I14).!

S

A s . .. ... 0• •• " '' .. . . . . . . . ' " ' - ". . . .. . " -- ' . . ' "" ' . . -"



Equation (14) requires modification when the battle state (P, •) is one

of end in Red victory or Red favoured draw. If a casualty to the Blue force

gives rise to the state, then that casualty occurs in weapon category

such that /< ~~ and P -

There is a greatest value for • with this property. Battle may end by a

Blue casualty in any weapon category A 4 A such that k # A,.

Battle cannot end by a Red casualty. If A has its greatest possible

value, we now have

Pt•, 01 k # 4) A
Aae

# ~~ *~0 (A.) . (5

* Th. first term on the right of equation (15) is the probability that,

in the time interval . , the battle state (FP) arises by a single

casualty to the Blue force. Note that any term under the summatign sign

having > MA is zero, Thb second term on the right of equation (15)

is the probability that state (O ) exists at time " . The state

cannot change in the time Interval . From equation (15) we have

•'l•,oV1 14 / , , , .. + Vh) ... ) , W,•," P",÷ .'' ,,).(

If the battle state (M)P) is one of end in Blue victory or Blue

, favnured draw, then, by a similar argument, we have

where wi is the largest integer such that /I #w• 1 / and

The probability distribution P?(APoi) is determinwd completely by

the equations (14), (16), (17), together with the boundary conditions

,a



and the initial conditions

/(19)

and P(h,, tA./ •4 VA , 0)

Equations (14), (16). (17) taken over the battle states form a linear

system of differential equations w.th constant coefficient,. In principle,

the equations can be solved by elomentary methods, but this is practical

only in cwos with small numbers of battle states. However, the qualitative

nature of the solution can be obtained without solving the equations in

Lotail, 9 -r * ~~. define the order of the

battle state (9Po) and consider first the states of battle continuation.

The two terms on the left.,hard side of equation (14) have the order of the

state to which the oquation refers. All the terms on thea right-hand side

have order exceeding this by unity. Hence, equation (14) is a linear

differential equation of the first order in P(Fo, et •.) and this

equation may be solved for P(elemi,) when the P uof the higher order are

known.

The boundary conditions (18) have the effect of removing any terms of

order exceeding 14, # f Mo v AM from equation (14).

in particular, the equation for P(miu, P is very simple

and hau a single exponential term, with negative exponent, as its soltitionJ

An inductive ai)ment now shows that, for any state of battle continuation,

_______ 10 1
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•," e b) is a sum of exponential terms having negative exponents.

Except for some unrealistic attrition functions, the coefficients of the

terms are constants. These functions will be excluded by a condition that

the coefficient of 6P; e) in equation (14) shall increase with

increase of any /' and V . The initial conditions (19) imply that,

for (/jýP) 9 (RP9 the sum of the constant coefficients is zero. Note

that as time becomes infinite all terms tend to zero,

A similar argument applies to the states of battle end. However, there

is now only the derivative on thb left-hand side of equations (16) and (17).

Hence, P consists of a constant of integration together with a sum of

exponential terms with negative exponents. When time tends to infinity,

P tends to the Constant of integration. The constant is not negative

since it is a probability. Further, since equations (16) and (17) imply

that the derivative ?' is positive, P increases steadily to the constant.

Note that the constants of integration form a probability distribution

over the states of battle end. This distribution is known as the 'terminal

distribution'. It is the limiting form of the distribution ?(,

as t becomes infinite, and is, perhaps, the most important special case.

Computation of P(Pp P, r)

The differential equations (14), (16), (17) can be solved numerically

by a step by step integration process. The Taylor series method is

particularly convenient. We have

where r 4,Oe.
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There are no singularities in the differential equations so that the series

(20) converges for all

Suppose that (;#ih;) is a state of battle continuation. Then, by

forming the derivative of order r-1 of equation (14), mualtiplication by

- and rearrangement, we obtain

1j~P~~ (f4 (~;)/F 0~~((~~r6Pt), (21)

where 4 and 6 -v are forward partial difference operators with respect
4

to and Vj respectively. The boundary conditions (18) ensure that

the equation holds when /f. --t tf or so % I*

Suppose that (1); is a stato of battle end in Red's favour. Then

in a similar manner we obtain from equation (16) that

A

Av

Similarly, if 6i0,;) is a state of battle end in Blue's favour, then from

equation (17)

1)J9 (23)

If for a given value of the values of the PFi",j',a/ are known,

equations (21), (22) may be used recursively to compute the terms o;ýe

of series(20). Hence 4) may be determined and, by taking

iufficient terms, the truncation error may be reduced to any required

level. Beginning with the known initial values ?(, 0,) the process

pvaovides a step by step method of computing t~,~ ) at any required

interval of tabulation in t.

j The method requires only two locations of computer storage per battle

state. A large step of integration may be tuted. However there is an optimum

12



step for which the arithmetic required and the effects of rounding errors

are minimum. The general solution of equations (14), (16), (17) does not

contain exponential terms with positive exponents. Hence, unwanted compon-

ents of the solution, introduced by the rounding errors, do not tend to

build up as integration proceeds.

Computation of the Terminal Distribution

When t tends to infinity, the distribution 4(•k) tends to

zero for all states of battle continuation. The limiting values are non-

zero over the states of battle end and form the 'terminal distribution'.

This is the distribution of battle outcome and can be computed independently

of the differential equations (14), (16), (17).

Let Q(t1r,) be the ultimate probability of a battle end in state F1P)

in favout of the Red force. The state (A) satisfies conditions (5).

Let v'l(jP) be the ultimate probability of a battle end in state ýZj k)

in favour of the Blue force. The state (6,;) satisfies conditions (8).

Let 5od/i, 0)

be the Laplace transform of P(4c, ;, t) . We have that the Laplace transform

of the derivative i is j P(Fi, 0), the
jJ

Laplace transform of unity is T and the Laplace transform of e" is /

Suppose that (A,;) is a state of battle end in favour of the Red force.

Then ?(,y•,h is equal to v(#,'P) together with a sum of terms of the

form C . Hence the Laplace transform ?0;,s') will consist of

w('F,' together with a sum of terms of the form - It follows that "

13 h



The Laplace transform oT equation (16), and the initial condition

p(V, 0, O O gives

t P. (24)

Hence, when S tends to zero we have

where c,(P•=). P(/,9,O), for states of battle continuation.

If (Fp) is a state of battle end in favour of the Blue force,

then equation (17) implies, by a similar argument, that

P) 14 b"(26)

Note that, in equations (25) and (26), the boundary conditions (18) imply

that 9) - 0 when any /m exceeds /1;, or any Y,% exceeds A,.

Suppose that (F,P) is a state of battle continuation with at least

_* one casualty. The Laplace transform of equation (14) and the initial

conditions (19) imply that, when s becomes zero,

A. in the case of equations (25) and (26), we have "(FP)-.O when anyMSL ~xe ds "• , or any • e xcee ds A •

14'

A in..... th cas of eqain (25 and (2) we hav 44Z P• 0 whe anyi . n

exed or an exceeds



When (•,P)s(?,W) equation (14) reduces to

qS0.

The Laplace transform of this equation and the initial conditions (19)

lead to

.(28)

Equation.(27) provides a recursive relation and equation (28) provides

the initial value from which ,0; P) can be computed for any state of * *J
battle continuation. 'Equations (25) and (26) can then be used to compute
the two parts of the terminal distribution wtiz)P and v(FP).

The process is accurate since quantities arising during computation

are positive and no differences between nearly equal large quantities are

formed. Computer storage requirements are much smaller than those of the

general method.

Remarks on 'Valuation' and Attrition Functions,

In applications, the valuation coefficients ai and 4h and the loss and

draw levels must fit the circumstance and the questions under analysis.

In the first instance, the user should decide qualitatively for each force

the relative worth of the various weapon categories. Ihe coefficients can

then be assigned to the qualitative ordering. Valuation is used to assign

conditions for victory, loss or draw. It is not necessarily a measure of

effectiveness.

A loss level of about two-thirds of the initial valuation and a draw

level of about three-quarters of the initial valuation are reasonable

assumptions in a wide range of cases. 11her are seldom good reasons for

using loss levels close to total attrition. However, there are cases when

the Red and Blue loss levels are different. For example, the roles of

is



attacker and defender must be considered,

The choice of the attrition functions •A and )/ may be difficult.

In the first instance linear expressions in the e4 alone should be used

for the . , but these expressions must be replaced by zero when they

become negative or when Y 0 Different expressions may be used for

different parts of the working range. Similar remarks, with the roles of/'

and V interchanged, apply to the 3 . An assessment of the relative

effectiveness of the weapons in the various categories must be made and the

constants in the linear expressions for 4 and 1 chosen to match this

assessment. Note that the terminal distribution is not alerted when all

the functions and 1/ are multiplied by the same constant.

The Three by Three Battle

The method of computing the terminal distribution has been incorpor-

ated into a Portran computer program, RA0228, which deals with a battle

having three categories of weapon on each side. The user may choose the

attrition functions at will, but must prepare suitable program segments

to evaluate them.

The terminal distribution over the states of battle end is generally

so extensive that printing is impractical. Instead, when the end is in

Red's favour, the program prints a condensed distribution over the

ývaluation of the Red states. Similarlyjwhen the end is in Bluets favour,

the program prints a condensed distribution over the valuation of the Blue

states. The probabilities of Red victory Red favoured draw, Blue victory,

and Blue favoured draw are printed separately.

The user must provide Fortran function segments to calculate the

attrition functions 0* • ), ) ) . A subroutine to input any

numerical data required by these segments, and a subroutine to print

16



Identification of the functions are also required. Communications between

these segments should be via a common block.

The function segment mustIiVf1I/jMjm V,,A/UANJ) s be

provided to compute the attrition function Y,0¶,.d4,, . Y J , ' V)

The segment must ensure that s, when Ohz AW hem .o YJ Is, 0

Similarly, function segments PHA and FHi must be provided to computie

and and function segments P$/, ?S ., ?SJ must be provided to compute

Viar

When the segments PHig FN.., ?5J require numerical data which

varies from case to case, the user .muat provide a subroutine REDAT to input

this data. The subroutine should read the data from cards via channel 1

and place it in a common block. When no such data is required, the

subroutine ahould consist of the single instruction RETURN.

.Definitions of the attrition functions and values of any associated

parameters should be printed as part of the program output. For this

purpose the user must provide subroutine PRDAT which sends output to the

line printer via channel 2. If no information about the attrition functions

is to be printed the subroutine should consist of the single instruction

RETURN.

The program will handle cases in succession. Por each case the main

program itself reads seven cards bearing the following information.

Card 1 Case Identifier in columns

Card 2 Initial Red levels,- II, in colunms 1-a0, 11A in cola 11-20,

11j in cola 21-30

17



Card 3 Red valuation coefficients,-

A, in cols 1-10 (dec point col 7)

A ,- " 11-201( " " " 17)

A1 $I At .3( 11 127)

".Card 4 Red Loss and Draw ratios and printing interval t-

Lots ratio in cola 110 (dec point col 7).

Draw ratio " " 11-20 ( " " " 17)

Printing increment in cols 2.1-30 (dec pointcol 27)

Cards 5, 6, 7 are similar respectively to cards 2, 3, 4 but give the.

appropriate parameter values for Blue. The cards holding the information

to be input by the subroutine REDAT follow and complete the data required

for the case.

Cards for other cases may follow. The piogram stops when a card with

-1 in coluwms 2 1 3 is read.

Output from the program is in two sections. The first of these

gives the parameters input by the main program, the information about the

attrition functions provided by subroutine PRDAT, and the computed probab-

ilities of Red victory, Blue victory, and draw.

The second section gives a condensation of the terminal distribution

over the states of battle end. In the event of battle end in favour of

Red the distribution of valuation of the survivors is tabulated in

cumulative form. A similar tabulation is given for battle end in favour

of Blue.
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The Two by Two Battle

Computer program RA0229 uses the same general method for a battle

having two categories of weapon on each side as does program RA0228 for

the three by three case. There are some differences in the printing

since, in this case it is practical 'to print the whole of the terminal

distribution. The program will also .print.force names and weapon types.

The most 'valuable' weapons 'are assumed to be in category I and have unit

value.

The user must provide Fortran function segments 'to calculate the

'attrition functions , , • . . Subroutines to input any numerical

data required by these segments and to print identification of the

functions are also required. These segments should comumnicate via a i

common block. a

The function segment PHt#(M1W, m/v A • / "•vl, .'u) must be provided to

compute the attrition function t , . The segment must

ensure that •,o when ,hen , a 0 . Similarly, function

segments P#"VAj ? PS J must be provided to compute the attrition

functions V , respectively.

When the segments PHI, P , Ps /,, PS A require numerical data, the user

must provide a subroutine REDAT to input this' data. The subroutine should

read the data from cards via channel I and place it in a common block.

When no such data is required, the subroutine should consist of the single

instruction RETURN.

Definitions of the attrition functions and values of parameters should

be printed with the program output by subroutine PRDAT. This subroutine

should send the output to the lineprinter via channel 2. If no information
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regarding the attrition functions is to be printed the subroutine should

consist of the single instruction RETURN.

The program will handle cases in succession and provision has been

made to. assign force names, And. w~eapon names to a series, of cases. At the

beginning of a series the program reads the following four Cards.

Card 1 has the -indicatorl-:in column 3.

Card 2 has the name of the Red force right justified in columns

1-24 and the name of the BlL'o force right justified in

columns 2,S-48.

Card 3 has the names of the first and second categories of Red

weapons left. justified in columns 1-40, and columns 41-80,

respectively.

Card 4 has the names of the first and second categories of Blue

weapons left justified in columns 1-40, and columns 41-80,

respectively.

The names set by these cards remain set until another indicator card is

read.

For each case the program reads the following five cards

Card I Case Identifier in columns 4-75

Card 2 Initial Red levels

M1 in columns 1-10, M42 in columns 11-20

Card 3 Valuation coefficient of second Red weapon category

in~ columns 1-10 (decimal point column 7)

Red's loss valuation ratio in columns 11-20 (decimal

point in column 17)

Red's draw valuation ratio in columns 21-30 (decimal

point in column 27)

20



Red's valuation printing interval in columns 31-40

(decimal point in column 37)

Cards 4 and 5 are similar to cards 2 and 3 but give the values of

the Blue parameters.

Cards holding the information to be read by subroutine REDAT follow.

This completes the data for one case.

Cards for other cases may follow. T!ie program stopý whed'a card with'

-I in columns 2 and 3 is read.

Output from the program is in four sections. The first of those gives

the parameters input by the main program, the information bbout the

attrition functions provided by subroutine PRDAT, and the computed

probabilities of Red victory, Blue victory, and draw.

The second section gives, for battle end in Red's favour, the bivariate

probability distribution over the Red survivors. The third section gives,

for battle end in Blue's favour, the bivariate probability distribution

over the Blue survivors. These sections together give the complete

terminal distribution.

The fourth section gives a condensation of the terminal distribution

as for program RA0228. For buttle and in Red's favour the distribution of

valuation of the survivors is tabulated in cumulative form. A similar

tabulation is given for battle end in favour of Blue.
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